CURRICULUM

FuelEd Online Courses
designed for use in full-time
online, blended, and traditional
classrooms
Our expansive course catalog allows you to meet each student at his or her point of
need —from those who are struggling or at risk of dropping out or not graduating on
time to those seeking greater academic challenges or enrichment in their learning.
FuelEd Online Courses have been crafted based on extensive education research, are
aligned to state and national standards, and are designed to prepare students for state
and other high‑stakes exams.
The widely adopted FuelEd curriculum for middle school and high school features:
-- Clearly defined objectives to be mastered in each lesson, unit, and semester
-- Easy‑to‑navigate online content, including summaries and reviews, with the most
important and difficult topics and skills emphasized
-- A rich multimedia format with interactive elements that accommodate auditory,
visual, and kinesthetic learning styles
-- Engaging interactive content—including whiteboard illustrations, manipulatives,
practice games, animation, and videos—that illustrates and explains the toughest
concepts in ways no static page could ever match
-- Online labs, books, and writing exercises that provide ample practice for students to
master key skills, as well as challenging assignments that provide an opportunity for
students to apply what they’ve learned to new circumstances
-- Learning tools—such as text‑to‑speech, a dictionary, and Spanish translation
support—that are build in to the courses
-- Assessment tools that measure students’ mastery of lesson objectives

Fuel Education has delivered millions of online courses over the past decade.
Our flexible pricing allows you to address your specific student enrollment situation—
whether it’s predictable or variable, or concentrated in a few subjects or across a broad
range of courses. We offer more than 230 self‑paced courses, including:
-- English, math, science, and history/social sciences for grades 6–12 , including 8
courses from our new FuelEd SummitTM Curriculum
-- Multiple levels for high school, including Core, Comprehensive, Honors, and AP®,
plus Remediation and Credit Recovery for students who need extra help
-- More than 40 world language courses
-- More than 100 career–building electives
-- 19 credit recovery courses

Delivering Online Courses
for the Future
Our new FuelEd Summit Curriculum
reimagines the online learning
experience to meet the needs of
21st century students. These new
courses offer:
• Rich, engaging, and interactive
content
• Differentiated instruction
opportunities for students
• Powerful tools and analytics to
effectively drive instruction
• Mobile and accessible experience
to support learning anytime,
anywhere

All FuelEd Online Courses are delivered through PEAK—our open
technology platform
PEAK is designed to adapt to each district’s infrastructure; eliminate the need for
multiple logins and enrollment systems; give administrators, teachers, and students a
unified view of academic performance; provide intelligent reporting and analytics; and
allow districts to personalize, integrate, and manage all their online learning programs
in one place.

FuelEd Online Courses feature
a rich multimedia format with
interactive elements that help
educators meet each student’s
individual needs.

The PEAK Library integrates content from multiple sources—including some of the
most highly rated web‑based educational content providers—and organizes it so it is
quickly searchable. This makes it easy for teachers to personalize learning by creating
a playlist for a single student, group of students, or an entire class—with lessons,
exercises, videos, and other content to support key teaching objectives set by state
and national standards.

You can use our teachers, or we can train yours.
Our teachers are extensively trained power users of FuelEd curriculum and technology.
They are available to help you quickly fill a temporary position or provide a permanent
online teaching solution. Our teachers will provide your students with instruction and
support through online classroom settings; one‑to‑one feedback; and individualized
assistance by phone, chat, and e‑mail.

Each lesson begins by clearly defining
the objectives to be mastered.

With more than 900 state-certified teachers, we can fill gaps in teaching staff for:
-- Low enrollment courses
-- Specialty electives
-- Courses with teachers in short supply (e.g., AP® Economics or Japanese)
-- Sabbaticals or long‑term absences
If you choose to use our teachers, you will receive quality instruction accredited
by AdvancED™. We’ll also provide support for onsite mentors, so they can more
effectively assist students with online course‑taking.

FuelEd has trained more than 11,000 teachers and administrators
since 2012
We can train your teachers, administrators, learning coaches, and mentors to leverage
the latest educational technology tools to enhance learning. Our broad range of
professional development options includes best practices in online instruction,
course setup, assignments, grading, exams, discussion boards, statistics and reports,
and more.

Text and graphics are used together.
Simplified line drawings reduce
distractions and allow the learner to
focus on critical learning objectives.
Labels clearly point to structures that
in turn require interpretation.

We also offer a Blended Learning Professional Development series designed to help
teachers make the shift from direct instruction in a traditional classroom to a more
student‑centered blended learning environment.

Contact us to learn more about how FuelEd Online Courses provide
a cost-effective way for you meet the diverse needs of your students.

CALL 866.912.8588
WEB fueleducation.com
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